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ABSTRACT

Low undergraduate enrollments in computer science will not meet the future demand of employers. Some reasons for the low enrollments are computer science’s nerdy image, lack of understanding of the field, and low motivation for learning programming. We propose to change the image of computer science by exposing students to applications of computing and its impact on their lives through reading and discussing recent news articles in 15 minutes of class. We call this component of our courses the Broader Issues in computer science. In this paper, we present our motivation for the Broader Issues component, how we implemented the component in CS0 and CS1 courses, and our evaluation of the component, including student reactions to and impact of the component.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Enrollments of undergraduates in computer science have declined since the dot-com bust [22, 2]. More recently, enrollments are starting to increase, but current enrollments will not meet the future demands of employers [7]. Low enrollment is partially attributed to the image of computer science as nerdy and limited to programming [8, 10]. Women in particular are more interested in computer science when they see the field in terms of real-world applications that benefit mankind [10]. Some groups are working to change computer science’s image, with initiatives aimed at motivating the study of computer science (e.g., [21, 11]) and busting the nerd stereotype (e.g., [3]), but these approaches have not necessarily been integrated into the computer science curriculum. Often the real-world issues are only discussed in an ethics unit rather than integrated into the core topics of programming and algorithms.

We propose to change the image of computer science by exposing students to applications of computing and its impact on their lives through reading and discussing recent news articles in 15 minutes of class time. We call this component of our courses the Broader Issues in computer science.

The Broader Issues component has several goals. First, the articles should help students put abstract class material into real-world context. Reading and discussing news articles is an easy way to introduce the human element and relevance to society in an established course. We are careful to choose articles that directly connect to the class material so that the articles help the students see the large-scale application of their small-scale assignments. Tedford used a similar idea in her data structures class, where students worked on large projects that relate to current events [19]. Our approach is based on a similar goal—helping students connect real life with abstract course material—but is easier to implement in any course with less time constraints.

Secondly, articles should show the broad range of computer science applications and opportunities. In a study of high school girls, Jepson and Perl found that two reasons girls do not choose to study computer science is that there are not enough computer scientist role models and that the girls do not know much about the field of computing [12]. One way to appeal to women in computer science classes is to “humanize” the course [4]. That is, women are more engaged in material that has an obvious connection with people’s lives because “they are not interested in computing for the sake of computing” [10]. News articles are an easy and unintimidating way to learn about the breadth of the field and its diverse role models.

Thirdly, the addition of the Broader Issues component should improve students’ written and oral communication skills. Students write a short summary of each article. Low-stakes writing assignments allow students to practice focused, analytical writing—without high grading costs [9]. Furthermore, Waite et al. advocate a “Conversational Classroom,” citing that their course was more successful when classroom discussion was encouraged [24].
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learned to engage one another’s opinions and ideas as well as reflect on their own. Including the Broader Issues component in class allowed us to create a conversational classroom. Students have time to read the article, research more information if they are interested, write about their opinions on the issue, and read the opinions of others before coming to class to discuss the article. As a result, class discussions are a lively exchange of ideas and a time for students to draw parallels from the reading to their other course work and articles. The discussion atmosphere also encourages students to open up to one another and gel as a group, warding off the typical competitive and intimidating atmosphere.

The last and perhaps most important goal for the Broader Issues class component is to expose students to how a computer scientist thinks and feels about current issues. The articles we use in the class highlight the issues we are naturally interested in as computer scientists. In class discussions we can model the thinking process we use to evaluate the information in the article. Learning “disciplinary thinking” has been argued to be more important in a course than the memorization of facts or the explanation of concepts [5, 13]. Gaining computing skills is only one aspect of class, and students “should learn to think as a member of a particular disciplinary community and to be familiar with the types of debates in which members engage” [5]. Furthermore, several groups designing curriculum guidelines recommend covering social and ethical issues [6, 14], which naturally come up when discussing recent news articles.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our implementation of the component in CS0 and CS1 courses; Section 3 describes our evaluation of the approach and presents the results; and in Section 4, we make recommendations and conclusions for others who are interested in integrating this component into their courses.

2. COURSE ACTIVITIES AND LOGISTICS

The Broader Issues component of the class consisted of three parts: reading, writing analyses, and discussing the articles in class. These activities happened on a weekly basis. We discuss the approach as we applied it in CS0 and CS1 courses, but we believe a similar approach can be taken in other courses as well.

2.1 Articles

We selected articles that were relevant to the course, were easy to read and short (generally taking less than fifteen minutes to read), covered a variety of topics, were not narrowly focused, and that we believed students would find interesting.

The articles frequently came from news sources such as Wired, ACM Communications, or ACM TechNews. After colleagues learned about our use of articles, they sent articles that they liked and/or had discussed in class. For some topics, we chose several articles that had different angles on the week’s topic and may interest different students. For example, students could choose between two articles on the topic of environmental monitoring: a more technical one on volcanoes and a less technical one on zebras. Students looking for a more challenging read or who were more interested in volcanoes than zebras could read the more technical article.

We scheduled reading articles when they were timely (e.g.,

electronic voting near election days) and near relevant course material. For example, in CS1, we read a DARPA Urban Challenge article after covering if statements. Students are thrilled to read from a real-world researcher, “We were just one IF [statement] away from success” [23]. The article also emphasizes the importance of testing and debugging, supporting our requirement for demonstrating good testing in their submitted assignments.

Examples of our articles can be found at http://computersciencenews.blogspot.com/.

2.2 Short Writing Assignments

During our study, students wrote summaries as comments on a blog so that other students could read their entries and students would get experience using a blog. The summaries had to contain the following information for full credit:

- How interesting this article is on a scale of 0 to 9
- The three most important points in the article(s)
- How the article affected your understanding of CS and how computing relates to other areas
- How the article relates to our course
- One question for class discussion

Writing serves several purposes. First, we can verify that the student read the article. Second, students practice writing, which many colleges emphasize, especially in the sciences. Third, we can see if the students understood the relationship between the article and the class. Fourth, we get input from students on what would make for interesting discussion. Fifth, if discussion lulls, we can ask specific students about points in their blog.

2.3 In-class Discussions

During class, we posed several questions, students volunteered answers, and discussion usually flowed from there. To facilitate discussion, we tried to maintain a balance so that no student dominated the conversation. We posed new questions when discussion waned, sometimes played devil’s advocate, and always tried to challenge the students’ thinking.

In the CS1 classes, we also had small group (3-4 students) discussions. The purpose of the small groups was to encourage shy students to participate. The instructor chose the small groups before class, arranging different groups each week in various ways, such as randomly, using the modulo operator, by gender, by year, by article read, or by opinion.

The articles sparked discussion on issues traditionally discussed in introductory computer courses, such as efficiency and cost tradeoffs and testing challenges, but also unexpected topics, such as usability, privacy, security, ethics, and economic and social policies. Students did not expect to discuss such issues in a computer science course, but found they could relate their experiences and expertise from other areas to their computer science course.

2.4 Grading

Students were evaluated on their blog entry and their participation in class discussion. The blog entry was weighted more than participation because students could participate in discussion without reading the article. We graded blog entries based on their clarity, understanding, thoughtfulness, English grammar, and completeness. The blogs were quick to read and to grade, and it was usually evident if the students were making connections between the articles and the
course content. For the discussion grading, students were usually given full credit for participation if they said something during discussion. Even though the Broader Issues were worth less than 10% of the students’ course grade, the students still took the assignments seriously.

2.5 Extra Credit

We gave students some extra-credit opportunities based on the Broader Issues component. Students could find new articles that interested them, summarize them, and write about how they found the article and why it interested them. While some of the articles students found were too narrow to be used for the class, many of these extra-credit articles can be assigned in the current or future classes.

3. EVALUATION AND OBSERVATIONS

In this section, we describe our methodology for evaluation and provide quantitative and anecdotal evidence of the effectiveness of including the Broader Issues in our courses.

3.1 Methodology

We evaluated our approach in one CS0 course and five CS1 courses at two small liberal arts universities. All classes were small and populated mostly with students who were not planning to major in computer science but rather were completing a general education requirement or elective.

We used two surveys to evaluate our approach. At the beginning of the semester, students completed a survey about their backgrounds, their perceptions of computer science, what computer science majors do after graduation, and how computer science related to their lives, if at all. At the end of the semester, the students completed an anonymous evaluation, where they rated various parts of the Broader Issues component of the course and reflected on their changed perceptions of computing. In addition, part of the students’ written assignment was to rate their interest in that week’s article. We used this information to help identify trends for what types of articles would be most engaging in future courses.

The objective of the surveys are to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, in particular:

- how interested are the students in the articles’ topics?
- how interested are the students in the small group and class discussions of the articles?
- how much time do students spend reading the articles and writing summaries?
- what effect do the article assignments have on the students’ writing and communication skills, their understanding of computer science, their ability to think computationally, and their perceptions of computer science?

3.2 Results

We gathered both statistical and anecdotal evidence to see if our goals for the Broader Issues component were being met.

3.2.1 Logistics of Readings and Discussions

The majority of students rated the quality of readings and large class discussions as “very good” or “excellent”. However, students found that small-group discussions were mediocre. We believe that the classes were too small to merit breakout groups, and smaller group sizes may have made some students feel pressured to carry the conversation.

Students were very engaged in class discussions and enjoyed that aspect of class. A peer evaluator for one CS1 class lecture said, “Throughout both phases of this Broader Issues component [small and class discussions], it was obvious that the students had read and understood the articles, and that they were genuinely interested in the material. Again, the discussion and debate was lively and fun.”

While a few students responded that they felt too much time was spent on class discussions, the majority of students would prefer more time. We feel that the fifteen minutes per week was just right: enough to engage lively discussion without sacrificing other course content. As one student commented, it’s a good thing to leave them wanting more!

All students reported spending on average an hour or less reading and summarizing the articles; CS0 students all reported spending less than 30 minutes. Some of the CS1 articles were more technical and, therefore, more challenging to read and summarize. Students reported that they would like more emphasis on the discussion in class as well as more weight on this component in their final grades.

Women comprised half of the CS0 students but less than one-third of the CS1 students. In both courses women responded well to the Broader Issues component, writing thoughtful blog entries and participating in discussion. In personal communication, one woman math major in CS1 credited the Broader Issues as her reason for continuing on to the next computer science course.

The following quotes from students further illustrate their enthusiasm for the Broader Issues component:

- “This was my favorite part of the class!”
- “I thought the readings were always good and pretty interesting and they were a nice break from the programming."
- “It was good that we kept up to date with the latest news in the computing world.”

3.2.2 Article Interest

Most students rated their overall interest in the articles as either “very good” or “excellent”. No individual article in CS1 scored on average less than 5.5 on a scale of 0 to 9, and most were higher. CS1 students found the articles on Privacy and Security in Facebook [18], the One Laptop Per Child project [16], the DARPA Urban Challenge [23], and the AI system Watson [20] the most interesting, averaging over 8. CS0 students were most interested in the articles on Electronic Voting [17], the One Laptop Per Child project [1], and Steganography and Terrorism [15]. Even if students were not interested in an article, they often recognized its value, as evidenced in a student’s blog entry: “While the article is worth reading, I did not find it to be interesting.” The following student quotes show that most did in fact find the articles interesting as well as worthwhile.

- “The articles regarding steganography and the XO laptop were really relevant and interesting, a rare combination.”
• “I really enjoyed the articles. It was interesting to see how computing really affects [sic] our lives in current times, and the discussions were also a nice change from the regular lecture.”

3.2.3 Communication and Writing Skills

While it is not clear that the students improved in terms of grammar, the students’ quality of answers to discussion questions improved over the course of the semester. They were better able to compare articles and draw conclusions at the end of the semester. In addition, the students were able to more clearly and precisely construct their answers.

Students often wrote thoughtful entries that revealed more about themselves than we would typically expect in a class. However, students did not appreciate being evaluated on English grammar and clarity in a computer science course. Since the study, we have tried requiring a Word document or hand-written response rather than the blog format, and students were more careful with their grammar and did not resent being evaluated on grammar.

While some articles generated more interest than others, each discussion was lively and there was never a problem getting most students to participate. Since some students are naturally more opinionated and outspoken than others, ensuring that everyone had a chance to be heard in 15 minutes often presented a challenge. Small-group discussions were employed to include everyone but were only mildly successful. Shy students still often hung back from the discussion, while the other students preferred the larger group setting. Small-group discussions worked best when the groups felt safer (such as grouping by gender) and when the small group discussion had an agenda (e.g., they had to prepare to debate other small groups). We were pleased to find that students had civil discussions: even when there were dissenting opinions, the students were never rude.

3.2.4 Impact on Understanding of Computer Science

The CS0 and CS1 student responses differed most widely about how the articles impacted their understanding of computer science. In the CS1 classes, 63% rated the articles’ impact as “excellent” or “very good” and only 15% rated it as “fair” or “poor”. In CS0, however, only 19% of students rated the articles’ impact as “excellent” or “very good” while 48% rated it as “fair” or “poor”. We believe there are several reasons for this. First, the CS0 course is a non-programming breadth course: most topics are fairly easy to understand and the course is designed to show the variety of topics in computing. The CS1 course, however, is an introductory programming course and the Broader Issues component is the only connection in the class between the programming topics and their wider applications. It is not surprising that the articles make a bigger impact on the CS1 students’ understanding of computer science.

However, students did not always make the expected connections to the articles. For example, late in the semester some CS1 students thought the answer to the “relevance” question was “they probably used this week’s data structure to implement this program.” While that may be true, we were often looking for a more specific connection to our class’s concepts. For example, the Facebook article discussed how Facebook uses frequencies in its algorithms [18], and we had calculated frequencies in a recent assignment. Furthermore, some students talked about how complicated Facebook’s algorithms are. We wanted to take the mystery and difficulty out of these applications, hoping they could see that an algorithm in a recent assignment could be scaled up to do something similar to Facebook’s algorithm. In addition, some students did not critically analyze the article and could not draw conclusions beyond what the author concluded, making their grade on the writing portion lower. We used class discussion to address these misunderstandings.

In the following quotes, students comment on the impact of the articles and discussions on their understanding of computer science.

• “I love this part of the course. It’s nice how this part allows you to see real-life examples of what you do in class.”

• “I thought it was a great element because it made the material we are learning more real to me.”

• “I truly enjoyed this component of the class and it definitely served to put some perspective on the things we were doing in lab and learning about in class.”

3.2.5 Computational Thinking

Perhaps the most difficult goal to assess was students’ learning to think like computer scientists. Computational thinking starts with showing students how conceptual constructs relate to interesting, real-world, challenging problems [25]. Ultimately we would like the students to approach their own problem-solving using computing concepts like design, abstraction, and efficiency that they learn in class. Certainly the goal of computational thinking is beyond the grasp of many non-majors after one course in computing. We did, however, find some students in each class that seemed especially intrigued by the Broader Issues component of class. Sometimes, students would write long blog entries on everything the article made them think about. Some students would get interested and follow links or find related articles to the given topic. In two separate classes, a student who stopped coming to class and turning in assignments still read articles and posted blog entries. Sometimes, we would walk into class and students were already discussing the week’s article, the students would leave class talking about it, or they mentioned talking to other students not in the class about the article.

In general, even if a student was struggling with the course content, the readings and participating in class discussion would bring them back into their comfort zone. They enjoyed making connections between course content and an article. For example, many students are thrilled that the If statement is mentioned in the DARPA Urban Challenge article [23], that Excel 2007 was released with a bug involving binary numbers, and that the One Laptop Per Child project uses Linux and Python.

Perhaps most compelling are the insights of some students. For example, after reading articles about the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) project and gender differences in computing, one student drew a parallel between the two that amazed us. He stated that the OLPC project’s biggest challenge is that the local leaders fear the change it represents—a shift in power. He then hypothesized a similar fear in traditional computer scientists that, consciously or not, may keep them from greater efforts to diversify computing.
Other survey responses lead us to believe that students are learning more about what problems interest computer scientists and what the field of computing is really like.

- “Computer scientists aren’t sitting around programming machine language but are instead involved in a wide variety of topics solving problems in just about every field.”

- “I now realize that Computer Science is an interactive field that affects everything we do, even voting.”

- “I can now identify the reaches of computer science in society, and I also found computer science to be fascinating since it is in essence another way of thinking, something which is beneficial in any field.”

- “In some sense, computer science is perhaps the most pure of the sciences, simply asking ‘what is the most efficient, most precise, overall best way to solve any given problem?’ regardless of what that problem actually is.”

3.2.6 Perceptions of Computer Science

As expected, at the beginning of the course, students had a variety of perceptions about computer science. Many mentioned that they use computers and applications daily, that computer scientists program, and that computer science majors become programmers. A few who had taken computer science courses before mentioned algorithms and problem-solving. Some advanced math and science majors mentioned how programming would help them in their re-search or coursework. At the end of the course, however, it was clear that the Broader Issues component of class had indeed broadened their perceptions of the field, as evidenced by the following quotes.

- “Throughout the course I have become aware of the many possibilities and applications that computer science and programming provide. I never would have known that I could have a basic understanding of the programming behind automated cars or wireless sensor networks just by learning basic for loops and if statements in Python.”

- On Voting: “I think that this article changed my views on computing. I entered this class with little to no knowledge of computing and the informational age. I am shocked to find that such programs can be uploaded so quickly into a supposedly ‘airtight’ system.”

- “The Broader Issues portion of our course, however, has brought me to the realization that there is much more to the Computer Scientist than meets the eye... I typically think of Computer Scientists as people who create programs for their own profit, but the ‘One Laptop Per Child’ article proved otherwise.”

It is clear to us that the Broader Issues component of class met the goals we had set. In the next section, we provide more details on lessons learned from our experience and possible pitfalls of our approach.

4. LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUSION

Reading and discussing computer science news stories for a relatively short time in class each week is admittedly a simple idea. However, it has made a significant impact in our students’ first experience with computer science. With little administrative work, little devoted classtime, and little extra effort from the students, the students are finding the diversity, impact, and excitement of the field. We highly recommend that others introduce this type of element into their computer science courses, and to help, we have compiled some advice based on our experiences.

First, begin keeping a log of interesting articles (starting with our repository, if you wish). When you come across an interesting news event, write the link as well as a few keywords of how the article connects to your course. Soon you will have plenty of articles to get started. You do not need to have all the articles in place at the beginning of a course—you or your students may find new ones during the semester. In addition, we have a blog containing articles that we found interesting and/or have used in class: http://computersciencenews.blogspot.com.

We graded blog entries using a points rubric. While grading was done quickly, it can be even faster using a “check” system. Give checks for satisfactory/typical work, a check-minus for unsatisfactory work, a check-plus for exemplary work, and a 0 for incomplete. In addition, not every blog needs to be graded for every student every week. Random sampling for grading tends to work well since the blog posting is due each week. It is also unclear whether the discussion portion of the component needs to be graded. For the study, we graded based simply on attendance or participation. Since neither of these were a problem in class, that part of the grading can probably be dropped.

As discussion facilitator, you have to balance letting students lead the discussion and preventing tangents. You also have to play devil’s advocate sometimes and support opinions that you don’t believe. It is helpful for the students if they know that your contribution to the conversation is not what you personally believe but rather fodder for discussion. Many students feel uncomfortable contradicting a professor unless they are specifically instructed that it is the correct thing to do.

Small group discussions were not as effective as class discussions in some cases, which may be caused by our small class size. Larger classes may find the small group forum effective. Small groups worked best for preparing students to take specific roles or argue certain opinions within the class discussion. This is also an easy way to start a discussion when students are reluctant to talk. Assigning a small group of students a role or opinion also forces a student to think and argue from a new perspective.
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